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Pallieter
Pallieter
1 La Ville Meunier
22130 Plancoët
Phone:+33296830515
mail@pallieter.fr
www.pallieter.fr
Lat: 48.502744
Long: -2.233172
Pallieter is located in the beautiful
region of Brittany, known for its
beautiful coast, nature and charming
cities such as Dinan, Dinard and St.
Malo. In addition to the easily
accessible camping circles with
spacious pitches, Pallieter has an
unspoilt valley where you can walk at
your leisure and enjoy the birds, the
pond and the stream.
In the old farm, next to the reception,
you will also find the foyer with
terrace. This is close to the swimming
pool and the garden with cozy
seating areas and sunbeds. In high
season, communal meals, a barbecue
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and campfire are organized. The
baker will come every day at 9 am. A
grocery store is just 3 km away. A
supermarket, restaurants and other
shops are 4 km away in Plancoët.
Pets are only allowed after
consultation and only on a lead.
Pallieter offers BN / INF members a
20% discount on the person rate for
stays of more than 3 nights.
Arno and Andrine are happy to
welcome you at Pallieter.
General
No INF / AANR card required
Area for tents
Area for caravans
Area (ha): 9,5
Number of places: 92
Number of sites with electricity: 46
Rental accommodations
Cars on separate parking
Adapted toilets for disabled
WIFI / internet
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Facilities
Swimming pool
Sea
Food & Drink
Communal meals (one or multiple
times a week)
Bar
Fresh bread for sale
Takeaway meals
Activities
Petanque
Miscellaneous
Dutch spoken
English spoken
German spoken
French spoken
Singles welcome
Pets allowed
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